
 

Nenjam Pesuthe Serial In Tamil Episode 1 14 is a Tamilnadu serial which was aired on Raj tv. In Short Tamil Short Serial
Nenjam Pesuthe Serial In Tamil Episode 1 14 is about two friends who try to find love in their lives but dishearteningly fail over
and over again. One is waiting for the perfect man while the other makes all kinds of excuses for why he can't be with his one
true love. The serial revolves around two friends, who are in for a rude shock when they find out that they can't find 'the one.'
One of them is waiting for the perfect man, but the other just makes excuses for why he can't be with his one true love.

---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- Nenjam Pesuthe Serial In Tamil Episode 1 14 recieves
mixed reviews from the audience. Some of the positive views of Nenjam Pesuthe Serial In Tamil Episode 1 14 are -"Nenjam
Pesuthe is superb...Vasanth gives goosebumps to his audiences with his acting.. almost all the situations are desperate" -
"Nenjam Pesuthe is a nice comedy i love the episode..very nice..Cheran's role is amazing. He make me laugh till now..." -
Nenjam Pesuthe Serial In Tamil Episode 1 14 has added 2 new actors to their team for this serial. Both are fresh faces. 

  The story of Nenjam Pesuthe Serial In Tamil Episode 1 14 revolves around two friends who are in for a rude shock when they
find out that they can't find "the one. "One is waiting for the perfect man, but the other just makes excuses for why he can't be
with his one true love. One of them learns to accept the fact that he has chemistry with someone else while the other doesn't -
until one day, they realize that they might have made a big mistake in their relationship. Can they make up and find their true
love?

The Producers are happy with the response given to this serial and are keen on extending its run still further. They are also
looking forward to many characters being introduced to the Nenjam Pesuthe Serial In Tamil Episode 1 14 story in future
episodes. The makers say that the concept is completely original. "We haven't borrowed anything from other shows. The
characters are very much us. The serial also has a contemporary feel to it which will be appreciated by our viewers," they add.
The serial has managed to strike a chord with the masses, especially women since it highlights the problems faced by them in
their relationships with men."

The Background Score of Nenjam Pesuthe Serial In Tamil Episode 1 14 is done by Music Director Santhosh Venky. 

Nenjam Pesuthe Serial In Tamil Episode 1 14 receives mixed views from the audience , some of them are - "Nenjam Pesuthe is
superb...
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